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Kindle Fire: Out of the BoxO'Reilly, 2011

	Since the release of the original iPad, Apple has dominated the tablet market.

	With Apple’s characteristically sleek styling, attention to user experience, and

	marketing savvy, it’s no surprise that the field has been the iPad versus everyone

	else. Until now.





	Though it’s been the undisputed king of...
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HBase in ActionManning Publications, 2012

	
		I got my start with HBase in the fall of 2008. It was a young project then, released only in the preceding year. As early releases go, it was quite capable, although not without its fair share of embarrassing warts. Not bad for an Apache subproject with fewer than 10 active committers to its name! That was the height of the NoSQL...
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50 Android HacksManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		The best programming techniques are often the shortest and simplest—the hacks. In this compact and infinitely useful book, Android expert Carlos Sessa delivers 50 hacks that will save you time, stretch your skills, and maybe even make you smile.

	
		About this Book

	
		Hacks....
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Making Sense of NoSQL: A guide for managers and the rest of usManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Making Sense of NoSQL clearly and concisely explains the concepts, features, benefits, potential, and limitations of NoSQL technologies. Using examples and use cases, illustrations, and plain, jargon-free writing, this guide shows how you can effectively assemble a NoSQL solution to replace or...
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Bootstrapping Microservices with Docker, Kubernetes, and Terraform: A project-based guideManning Publications, 2021

	Summary

	The best way to learn microservices development is to build something! Bootstrapping Microservices with Docker, Kubernetes, and Terraform guides you from zero through to a complete microservices project, including fast prototyping, development, and deployment. You’ll get your feet wet using...
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MongoDB in Action: Covers MongoDB version 3.0Manning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		MongoDB in Action, Second Edition is a completely revised and updated version. It introduces MongoDB 3.0 and the document-oriented database model. This perfectly paced book gives you both the big picture you'll need as a developer and enough low-level detail to satisfy system engineers.
...
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Linked Data: Structured Data on the WebManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Linked Data presents the Linked Data model in plain, jargon-free language to Web developers. Avoiding the overly academic terminology of the Semantic Web, this new book presents practical techniques, using everyday tools like JavaScript and Python.

	
		About this Book

	...
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Schaum's Outline of PreCalculus, 2nd Ed. (Schaum's Outline Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008

	Schaum's Outline--Problem Solved


	For half a century, more than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to help them study faster, learn better, and get top grades. Now Schaum's celebrates its 50th birthday with a brand-new look, a new format with hundreds of practice problems, and completely updated information...
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F# Deep DivesManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		F# Deep Dives presents a collection of real-world F# techniques, each written by expert practitioners. Each chapter presents a new use case where you'll read how the author used F# to solve a complex problem more effectively than would have been possible using a traditional approach. You'll...
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OpenStack in ActionManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		OpenStack in Action offers the real world use cases and step-by-step instructions you can take to develop your own cloud platform from from inception to deployment. This book guides you through the design of both the physical hardware cluster and the infrastructure services you'll need to create a...
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Learning Android Application Programming for the Kindle Fire: A Hands-On Guide to Building Your First Android ApplicationAddison Wesley, 2012

	The Amazon Kindle Fire is one of the most exciting and popular new Android devices available to consumers and application developers alike. It‘s so popular, in fact, that in the six weeks the Amazon Kindle Fire was available for purchase at the end of 2011, 3.9 million units were sold, accounting for over 14 percent of the tablet...
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Grokking Deep LearningManning Publications, 2019

	Summary

	

	Grokking Deep Learning teaches you to build deep learning neural networks from scratch! In his engaging style, seasoned deep learning expert Andrew Trask shows you the science under the hood, so you grok for yourself every detail of training neural networks.

	

	Purchase of the print book...
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